
press release

outLINE presents
episode five of ‘the artists’ artists’, the guest curator selection 

yvonne grootenboer ‘ zeigt salmiakgeist’
by invitation of guest curator katharina grosse  

opening: saturday the 17th february from 17.00 - 20.00 hrs
you are very welcome! 
exhibition runs until the 17th of march 2007.

‘The artists’ artists’ is divided into six episodes. Each episode is curated by one of six 
established artists [Uwe Laysiepen, Ulay D, John Hilliard GB, Roy Villevoye NL, Marijke 
van Warmerdam NL, Katharina Grosse D en Paul Kooiker NL] who act as guestcurators. 
Each artist introduces a younger artist. 

Katharina Grosse, professor at the Kunsthochschule Berlin-Weissensee presents 
Yvonne Grootenboer [NL 1979].  Grootenboer studied at the Academie in Kampen, 
Kunsthochschule Berlin-Weissensee and the Ateliers in Amsterdam.

‘Grootenboer understands painting as the most direct means she can employ to digest 
the complexity of the world around her. Taking up the ideas of story-telling she processes 
iconic narrative scenarios in largely monochromatic, all-over pictorial structures. This 
doubling of narrative and painterly form sets up an information drop-off, resulting in 
enigmatic pictures that circumvent any particular or defineable reading. A gap results 
between the iconic narratives she employs and the way these are painted, setting up a 
void. She empties both the narrative structure and the idea of painting activity itself. This is 
precisely the positive potential of her work.’
[Katharina Grosse, 2006]

In outLINE Grootenboer presents monumental figurative works on paper. The forms where 
she comes to are the result of intensive studies, diverse from medieval miniatures to 
lingerie advertisements on billboards. Grootenboer paints with self-made paint so that the 
quality of it is by her own hand.

dates of the episodes of ‘the artists’ artists’ 
 23 | 09 | 2006 - 21 | 10 | 2006 dorcas müller by uwe laysiepen
 28 | 10 | 2006 - 25 | 11 | 2006 laura medler by john hilliard 
 02 | 12 | 2006 - 30 | 12 | 2006 naro snackey by roy villevoye
 13 | 01 | 2007 - 10 | 02 | 2007 claudia sola by marijke van warmerdam 
 17 | 02 | 2007 - 17 | 03 | 2007 yvonne grootenboer by katharina grosse    
 24 | 03 | 2007 - 21 | 04 | 2007 daya cahen by paul kooiker

for further press | image inquiries, please e-mail to info@outlineamsterdam.nl

contact: christine van den bergh [curator]

stichting outLINE
oetewalerstraat 73 

1093 md amsterdam
the netherlands

 t +31 [0]20.6931389
 m +31 [0]6.51399954

info@outlineamsterdam.nl
www.outlineamsterdam.nl

opening hours
thursday - saturday 13:00 - 17:00 hrs

and by appointment
thanks to Sanlux zonwering


